Dear, Lauren, Lawrence, Tim, Kim

Thank you for a great visit to your college! I loved seeing and learning about SUNY ESF.

My favorite part was the pennies boats with Lawrence. It was fun to do the pennies boat because we got to create our own boat and try to make it stay at the top of the water while we put the pennies in it.

My second favorite part was the bottle rocket with Tim. It was fun to do the bottle rocket because we got to fill up the bottle and launch it in the car.

My last and finally favorite part was the stuff dead animals. It was fun to look at the stuff dead animals because it looked scary.

Sincerely,
Monica Narvaez
From: Monise Marrero

HAVE A GOOD SUMMER

Thank you for the experience.

An Acorn

Oakie the Acorn
Have a great day
Lauren, Lawrence, Tim, Kim
June 15, 2016

Dear Lauren, Laurence, Tim, and Kim,

Thank you for a great visit to your college! I loved seeing and learning about SUNY ESF. My favorite thing about SUNY ESF was every thing seeing and learning thing and doing activities. The animal adoptions with Laurence, the Penny Boat, Boating with Laurence, the Botell Rocket with Tim, and the Recycling with Kim thank you! It was awesome seeing the Bike Library and seeing the real dead stuffed animals like finding food for Baby birds and other animals in the Willed forest then putting a city in there was so that get less food.
Petting animals like lions, Bairds animals, squirrels, and other animals and scellitons.

Making boats out of a small piece of aluminum foil and making them float in a boil of water then put pennies in the boat until it sank. It was fun doing that with Laurence.

Next we went to Bottel packet with Tim. We filled a bottle of water, then pumped air into the bottle and pulled the string and the bottle and water was flying in the air. It was so fun doing Bottel packet with Tim. We had so much fun thank you Tim.
It was fun finding things in a bag and there were boxes to put things in to recycling and reusing things and trash with Kim it was fun.

Thank you for letting us play and have a great visit to Sun/EST thank you Lauren, Lawrence, Tim, and Kim thank you.
June 13, 2016

Dear, Lauren, Lawrence, Tim, Kim,

I appreciate how much fun that you have given our whole 4th grade classes. My favorite part was actually the bottle rocket and the penny boat. I really loved seeing and learning about SUNY ESF.

And I’ve been thinking hard about what I wanna be when I grow up, a scientist or maybe a person who makes sure people are taking care of the environment.

THANK YOU for a GREAT Tour!

- Sincerely
  Raniya
To: Lauren, Lowerence,
kim, tim ♡

From: Ranjana ♡
June 15, 2016

Dear Lauren, Lawerence, Tim, Kim

Thank you for a great visit to your college! I loved seeing and learning about SUNY ESF.

My favorite part was when we went with Tim the bottle rocket instructor. It was fun when we had to get eye protection and we had to get a bottle and then there were buckets of water and then you fill the water bottle then there a field with an orange peace and a pump. Then you put your bottle of water on the orange peace then you pump it till you till the pump getting heavier then there is a string and you count down from 3, 2, 1 then you pull the string then the water bottle fly's
up in the air then you pick your bottle up and put it back then you finished your test.

Sincerely, Denaughrian Cosby
June 15/16

Dear Lauren, Lawrence, Tim, Kim,

Thank you for a great visit to your college! I loved seeing and learning about SUNY ESF.

I liked when we did the animal adaptations. It was funny when we had to try to pick up the food/thing with our utensils. It was hard with the chopsticks.

I thought the penny boats were cool. Who knew that tin foil could hold up 417 pennies? It was challenging to make the different boats.

I thought that the bottle rockets were groovy!!! I got really wet and thirsty.

I enjoyed the recycle relay. It was hard to figure out where the trash had to go.

Have a nice summer and
thank you.

Sincerely,
Ian

SF

/lemonade
June 15, 2016

Dear Lauren, Lawrence, Tim, Kim,

Thank you for a great visit to your college! I loved seeing and learning about SUNY ESF.

Lauren, the animal adaptations was so fun because we had to pick up food with different things to pick up with. It was so fun!

Thank you, Lauren. I injoyed myself.

Lawrence, the penny boats was so fun. I injoyed making a boat in seeing how many pennies the boat can hold. I injoyed it.

Thank you Lawrence. It was fun.

Tim, the bottle rockets. The bottle rockets was so awesome because one person pupe the in one three the other person pull it. It was so fun. Tim, I injoyed my time because it was so fun. Go on>
Kim, the recycling game was so fun because we picked a item and put it in the recycling or in the trash or in the reuse bin. It was so fun that I didn't want to leave. It was so fun Kim. I enjoyed myself because it was so fun. I had the best laugh in my life. I hoped we can go back there. Kim it was the best.

My favorite part was the greenhouse because I like plants. In my second favorite is the stem machine it was so fun looking at it because it was so big. I learned a new thing in it. I was sad because some of the animals had gotten killed in my favorite animals is a tiger in a zoo because they is prey in predators. The trip was so so fun I want to visit the college again.

Sincerely, Katrina
June 15, 2016

Dear Lauren, Lawrence, Tim, Kim,

Thank you for an amazing time at SUNY ESF. I loved everything about it, it was a very interesting trip.

My most favorite part was when we’re doing the bottle rocket. I liked how it flew up in the sky when we released it. The cold water splashed on our faces when it was in the air, ready for gravity to pull it down, and get picked up by someone.

I also liked how we were competing when we’re doing the penny boats and animal adaptations. In the animal adaptations, we were trying to get more “food” than others. In the penny boats, we were trying to see who can place more
pennies on their "boats."

I also liked how the collage looks like a museum, with all of the Stuffed... dead animals. At first I thought it was fake and an artist created it. But soon after the fieldtrip, I learned that it was Stuffed with a special stuffing to make it seem alive again.

I hope all of you guys have a nice summer, and the best time of your lives!

Sincerely,
Heidi Ly

(Not that great)
(Looks like a strawberry)
June 14th

Dear Sunny ESF,

My first fun part is the water rocket we fill the water into a bottle and put it on a holder we pull the string the bottle swoooo!!! My second fun part is recycle race we have to put the thing in the 3 different boxes whoever had the most wins. My third fun part is the bird game my team had the most food because I had to get the food with a spoon. Also it was hard cause I got to get the food with the spoon then you give a challenge to us we couldn't last the city. My fourth fun part is the penny boat I had put 50 pennies in the boat and my boat sank, I'll am happy that you were there.
Dear SUNYESF,

June 14th, 2016

Thank you for letting Franklin 4th graders come to your school. I had the most special time there. I think there is no other collage that is so much fun. All the animals in the gallery were so cool. Now I know how all animals look like. The recycling relay was very exciting. I learned so many things about recycling like you can't recycle plastic. Pretending to be birds I loved it. I really felt like a flying bird looking for food. The pennies and boat experiment really made my brain spark. I couldn't even believe that my partners and my boat balanced 66 pennies. But the water rocket was my most favorite no offense to the others. Just seeing the bottles fly so high brighten my day. Again I'd like to thank you for letting us come to your school.

Sincerely,
Alma
Thank you ESS for letting us to 10AM.
I enjoy all of the stations because it was fun. At the greenhouse I liked the plants. I loved the bottle rockets the most because it is cool and scientists too. Anyway thank you for inviting our class ESS.

Sincerely: Hae You
From Mrs. Prittins Class.

ESS is a great place to go to!
Inviting us to the school.

Some green house was in the yard.

Robin took to tree free and

And the bees, some recycling near

Picks the bottle rocket in

When we Oso Drum roll

Rolling hills.

You need to clean up

Let's do it inside or lot.
Awesome bosses, strong stuff.

Sincerely,

Esmae

Environmental Science and

Fostering ESF us ESF is taking your time for

Field trip. Thanks for

EsF for the best

Thank you
Thank you for inviting our class to the college or university. My favorite station was when we did the Bottle Rockets. Sincerely, Madison.